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Across
4. Label assgined to individuals who share 

common characteristics and features(ch.1).

10. Was coined was more than three 

decades ago to describe the unequal and 

differential treatment experienced but those 

with a disability(ch.1).

12. The total number of individuals of in a 

given category during a particular period of 

time(ch.1).

13. A viral disease also known as Greman 

measles(174).

15. Deveoplmental changes occuring within 

a family over time(ch.4).

16. The movement of an individual from 

one eduacational environment to another, or 

from one class to another(Ch.4).

18. what is the abbreviation for "Response 

to Intervention"(Ch.7).

19. When an individual stops using an 

assistive technology devises(ch.5)

20. Insuffcient amount of oxygen to the 

brain; cna result in brain damage(175).

Down
1. An inability or incapacity to preform a 

task or activity in a normative fashion(ch.1).

2. The process of gathering information 

and identifying a student's strengths and 

needs through a variety of instruments and 

products; data used in making decision(Ch.2).

3. Within this larger culture are several 

distinct subcultures or _______.....(Ch.3)

5. A viral or bacterial infection of the 

membranes covering the barain and spinal 

cord; associated with hearing loss and 

intellectual disabilites(ch.6)

6. A abbreviation for "Free Appropriate 

Public Education"(ch.2).

7. An early term for the practice of 

integrating students with specail needs into a 

general educastion classroom for all or part of 

the school day(ch.2).

8. A principle advocating that individuals 

with disabilites should be intergrated , to the 

maxium extend possible , into all aspects of 

everyday living(ch.6).

9. A cognitive teching stratgey in which 

teacher provides temporary support to student 

who is learning a new task; supports are 

gradualy removed as pupil becomes 

increaingly competent with the activity(ch.6).

11. The abbreviation for "Individualized 

Education program"(ch.1).

14. A metaphore describing the United 

States in the early decades of the twentieth 

century(ch.3).

17. Whats the abbreviation for 

"Individualized Transition Plan"(ch.1).


